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Modern Particle PhysicsCambridge University Press, 2013

	Unique in its coverage of all aspects of modern particle physics, this textbook provides a clear connection between the theory and recent experimental results, including the discovery of the Higgs boson at CERN. It provides a comprehensive and self-contained description of the Standard Model of particle physics suitable for upper-level...
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Multicarrier Techniques for 4G Mobile CommunicationsArtech House Publishers, 2003
At recent major international conferences on wireless communications,
there have been several sessions on beyond third generation (3G) or fourth
generation (4G) mobile communications systems, where modulation/demodulation
and multiplexing/multiple access schemes related to multicarrier
techniques have drawn a lot of attention....
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Linear and Nonlinear Rotordynamics: A Modern Treatment with ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A wide-ranging treatment of fundamental rotordynamics in order to serve engineers with the necessary knowledge to eliminate various vibration problems.

	New to this edition are three chapters on highly significant topics:

	Vibration Suppression - The chapter presents various methods and is a helpful guidance for professional...
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Matrix Computations (Johns Hopkins Studies in the Mathematical Sciences)The Johns Hopkins University, 2012

	The fourth edition of Gene H. Golub and Charles F. Van Loan's classic is an essential reference for computational scientists and engineers in addition to researchers in the numerical linear algebra community. Anyone whose work requires the solution to a matrix problem and an appreciation of its mathematical properties will find this book...
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MHD Flows in Compact Astrophysical Objects: Accretion, Winds and Jets (Astronomy and Astrophysics Library)Springer, 2009
Accretion flows, winds and jets of compact astrophysical objects and stars are generally described within the framework of hydrodynamical and magnetohydrodynamical (MHD) flows. Analytical analysis of the problem provides profound physical insights, which are essential for interpreting and understanding the results of numerical simulations....
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Principles of Spread-Spectrum Communication SystemsSpringer, 2004
The goal of this book is to provide a concise but lucid explanation and derivation
of the fundamentals of spread-spectrum communication systems. Although
spread-spectrum communication is a staple topic in textbooks on digital communication,
its treatment is usually cursory, and the subject warrants a more
intensive exposition....
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Signals and Systems with MATLABSpringer, 2009
The fully comprehensive text covers most of the theoretical foundations and mathematical derivations that will be used in higher-level related subjects such as signal processing, communication, and control, minimizing the mathematical difficulty and computational burden.
Complying actively with the requirement by ABET (Accreditation Board for...
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Theory and Design of Digital Communication SystemsCambridge University Press, 2010

	Providing the underlying principles of digital communication and the design techniques of real-world systems, this textbook prepares senior undergraduate and graduate students for the engineering practices required in industry. Covering the core concepts, including modulation, demodulation, equalization, and channel coding, it provides...
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Switchmode Power Supply HandbookMcGraw-Hill, 1989
The bestselling reference--packed with essential new material! The leading hands-on guide in this rapidly expanding area of electronics, Keith Billing's revision of the Switchmode Power Supply Handbook brings additional state-of-the-art techniques and developments to engineers at all levels. Offering sound working knowledge of the latest in...
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Complete Wireless DesignMcGraw-Hill, 2008
ON THE CD-ROM


*PUFF RF/Microwave circuit simulation software
*Sonnet Lite electromagnetic simulation software
*National's PLL Design Program
*Agilent's AppCad circuit design program

Design an entire radio system from the ground up instead of relying on a simple plug-in selection of circuits to be modified....
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Phased Array Antennas : Floquet Analysis, Synthesis, BFNs and Active Array SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
A comprehensive guide to the latest in phased array antenna analysis and design—the Floquet modal based approach
    This comprehensive book offers an extensive presentation of a new methodology for phased array antenna analysis based on Floquet modal expansion. Engineers, researchers, and advanced graduate students...
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Computing Qualitatively Correct Approximations of Balance Laws: Exponential-Fit, Well-Balanced and Asymptotic-Preserving (SEMA SIMAI Springer Series)Springer, 2013

	The book gives an overview of recent numerical techniques for the integration of partial differential equations, especially hyperbolic systems of balance laws in one space dimension (Part I) and weakly nonlinear kinetic equations (Part II). Several of its salient features are:

	
		Surveys both analytical and numerical aspects...
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